Presidential Note

It is hard for me to believe that my year as AECT President is almost over. This year has been an amazing experience. I would encourage anyone thinking of taking on the title of AECT President to embrace the opportunity. The support from the Executive Director, the Exec Committee, Board of Directors, and many AECT friends has made this year one of personal growth and enjoyment. The growth of the organization this year was built on a strong foundation from the leaders prior to my year. I know that Marc will continue with the positive momentum that we have as an International organization that has an increasingly strong voice.

The past month has been one of travel for me. I was treated like royalty by the Florida Distance Learning Association (FDLA) during my time in Orlando. It was a well-organized conference with a focus on Quality Matters. There is talk of having FDLA join AECT at our conference in 2014 in Jacksonville. It would be great to bring the two groups together. After Orlando I headed to Atlanta for a Walden Residency with the PhD students in Educational Technology. We gained a few new AECT members as I shared the advantages that our organization has to offer as the key professional group for our field. With a day between each trip, I headed to the International Council on Educational Media (ICEM) conference in Nicosia, Cyprus. Here’s a picture of all of the AECT members who attended. Look and see who you recognize. A great time was had by all. I was able to take a few days and meet with Prof. Dr. Isman, from our new Turkish affiliate, for some time in the northern Turkish part of Cyprus. It was an eye opening experience and I have me a new perspective on world events and the value of an international view. In the week prior to Louisville, I will be the keynote speaker for the Illinois AECT chapter (IAECT) in Chicago. I’m excited about this opportunity since this is where it all began for me as a member of a professional organization. The next trip will be to Kazakhstan in December. My calendar is already filling with commitments for the year ahead. The current list includes Rome, Taiwan, Honolulu, Istanbul, Indonesia, northern Cyprus, and Bangkok.

During the business meeting on Friday in Louisville, I will have the opportunity to share more details on the both the challenges faced and
the progress we have made during the past year. I hope to have a chance to visit with many on you during our time together in Louisville.

Hope you have already gotten your tickets for the Breakfast With Champions on Thursday morning on Nov.1 from 7:30-9am. There should still be some tickets available at the Registration Desk. We have been fortunate once again for Walden University to sponsor this very special event. This is your chance to meet the champions of our field over muffins and coffee. It truly is an occasion not to miss.

As you prepare for the convention please keep two of our long-term members in your thoughts and prayers as they deal with health issues. I’m sure each of them would appreciate a card or a note:

Addie Kinsinger
8208 E. Voltaire Ave
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

David Jonassen
2009 Hatton Court
Columbia, MO  65203

Also, be sure to purchase you tickets early for the ectFoundation boat trip. This will be a great event that benefits all of us. I’m looking forward to seeing you in Louisville.

- Ana Donaldson, AECT President
  ana.donaldson@cfu.net

**Executive Director’s Notes**

As you read the October Presidents’ newsletter we will be about 2 weeks out from gathering in Louisville for the 2012 Annual AECT Convention. The registration numbers are on track to meet or exceed our numbers in Jacksonville and the program looks to provide another great professional experience. It takes a lot of people to put this event together and many never get properly recognized for their contribution. President Elect Marc Childress will assume the role of President on Tuesday and I know he will take every opportunity to thank the planners and the dozens of others who worked with him to make this happen. President Ana Donaldson has had a tremendous year and she will share some of the highlights of her year as President of AECT with you during the membership meeting on Friday. We have a large group of Educational Partners who will be providing new and exciting information and the University Reception this year will be nearly as large as Jacksonville. The ectFoundation sponsored River Cruise is almost sold out so if you haven’t purchased your ticket yet there may still be a few tickets remaining. It looks as though the weather will be more cooperative so the river trip may be more relaxing and enjoyable this year.

The planning for 2013 is underway and President Elect Designee Steve Harmon may have his keynote speakers confirmed by the time we get to Louisville. He is planning for some exciting events
in Anaheim for the week of October 28th so make sure you get your proposal ready to submit and get this week marked on your calendar. We will have the call for proposals open in early December so start the planning now to be a part of the next great AECT annual convention. See you in Louisville.

- Phil Harris, Executive Director
  pharris@aect.org

President-elect’s Notes – AECT 2012 International Convention Update – Only Two Weeks Away!

Can you believe it? We are only two weeks away from the start of our AECT 2012 International Convention in Louisville, KY. Those last minute registrations are rolling in and our specially priced room block at the Galt House is filling-up at record levels. There might still be some available rooms, so give them a call, quickly! You may be able to find somewhat less-expensive rooms in the Louisville area, but when comparing those hotel options with the Galt House and the convenience of staying at our convention hotel, it’s a no-brainer. In addition, when you stay at the Galt House, you are helping AECT fulfill its room agreement/guarantee with the Galt House (you didn’t think the Galt House gave us all that meeting room space with no strings attached, did you?). Make your reservations Online or call 1-800-The-Galt (1-800-843-4258) and make reference to the (AECT Convention).

Trick-or-Treat Welcome Reception

Our Wednesday evening Welcome Reception falls on October 31st, and we all know what day that is! There’s some talk amongst the Graduate Student Assembly and our divisions/affiliates that many of them will be dressed in Halloween costumes, turning our Welcome Reception into an AECT Trick-or-Treat event. If you wish, feel free to join in the fun and pack your favorite costume in your luggage. I am sure it will be a fun event with some very special treats!

To help you plan for your trip to Louisville, I am sharing some useful links that may come in handy:

- Lookin’ @ Louisville Video Series - [http://www.gotolouisville.com/explore](http://www.gotolouisville.com/explore)
louisville/multimedia/videos/lookin-louisville/  
• GoToLouisville -  
  http://www.gotolouisville.com/  
• Museum Row on Main -  
  http://www.museumrowonmain.com/  
• Louisville Slugger Museum and Factory -  
  http://www.sluggermuseum.org/  
• Louisville Science Center -  
  http://www.louisvillescience.org/  
• Muhammad Ali Center -  
  http://www.alicenter.org/  
• Kentucky Derby Museum -  
  http://www.derbymuseum.org/  

Be sure to check the AECT web page, the AECT Facebook page -  
  http://www.facebook.com/AECT1 , our AECT Twitter feed –  
  http://twitter.com/AECT, or my AECT President-elect/convention planning blog -  
  http://marcuschildress.blogspot.com for last minute, up-to-date information. 

- Marcus Childress, AECT President-elect  
  mchildre@emporia.edu

GSA Highlights

With the AECT 2012 conference only two weeks away, I hope you're all ready! The GSA is hosting several exciting activities and sessions this year at Louisville. The events include informal sessions with our AECT President-Elect Steve Harmon, the editors of ETR&D, advice for the job hunt, secrets of grant writing, what is the future of our field? and more. Social events include Wednesday GSA/D&D on the town, Thursday international event and bowling/dinner, and Friday membership meeting & luncheon.

Be sure to participate in Flickr with the Stars (FWTS) to win cash prizes along with Camtasia and Snagit software packages. FWTS is intended to provide you with an opportunity to meet and chat with the prominent researchers and leaders in our field. Track down the individuals who appear on the FWTS list and snap your photos. Then upload your pictures to Flickr with the tag #aectgsa. You have Oct. 31, 8:00 AM to Nov.1, 11:59 PM to snap and upload as many different pictures with the stars as you can (1 entry per person per star). At Friday's GSA membership lunch, we will award prizes to the 3 individuals who uploaded the most pictures. You can find more information about this event and the FWTS list on the GSA website:  
  http://www.aect.org/GSA/wp/?p=321

GSA is very pleased to offer the GSA Conference Mentoring Program as a new opportunity for graduate students to connect with one another during the annual AECT Convention. More advanced graduate students have the opportunity to volunteer to mentor newer graduate students, meeting with them during the conference and providing advice on sessions and socials to attend. If you haven’t applied already, please fill the form by Tuesday, October 23, 2012:  
If this is your first time at AECT, I encourage you to listen to Dr. Monica Tracey’s GSA Virtual Conference keynote: How to Make the Best of Your Conference Experience at http://vimeo.com/50528594. Also, to get an overview of what to expect in Louisville at the AECT 2012 Annual Convention, watch GSA virtual conference recorded sessions at http://vimeo.com/channels/401158.

GSA is very excited to host our last two webinars before the AECT 2012 with this year’s convention keynote speakers Dr. Yong Zhao and Dr. Daniel T. Willingham. We look forward to your participation in these webinars.

- **World Class Education: Educating Creative and Entrepreneurial Students**
  Dr. Yong Zhao on Friday, October 19, at 12:00 EDT
  Register at: https://cc.readytalk.com/r/dlsth3z49wyd

- **When Can You Trust The Experts?**
  Dr. Daniel T. Willingham on Friday, October 26, at 12:00 EDT
  Register at: https://cc.readytalk.com/r/ozt5ny1l5fqz

Be sure to check our facebook page (http://tinyurl.com/AECTGSA) and website (http://www.aect.org/GSA) for more up-to-date information about GSA activities at the convention. As always, feel free to send me comments, questions, and suggestions anytime at asadaf@purdue.edu! I am looking forward to meet you at the 2012 AECT International Convention in Louisville, KY!

Ayesha Sadaf, Purdue University
GSA President

---

Notes from the International Division

The AECT International Division is a place for all experts, students, faculty, researchers, and others from all countries in the world to come together to share, interact, and collaborate. For more than half a century, the Division has offered during the AECT Annual Conference, the Jenny Johnson International Hospitality Center, the International Division Auction and Dinner, the International Forum, Socratic Seminars, presentations, and many more events.

We honor scholars and students who contribute to the advancement of the educational technology field through our annual awards of recognition: Robert deKieffer International Fellowship Award, International Contributions Award, President’s Service Recognition Award, Distinguished Service Award, Outstanding Practice by a Student of Educational Technology in an International Setting Award, R.W. “Buddy”
Burniske Award, and the Outstanding Journal Article Published in International Review of ETR&D.

Furthermore, AECT Journals have special sections for international contributors. ETR&D, the flagship journal of the organization, is well known, indexed by the major indexes, and it has a high impact factor. The International Review section editor and the editor of the International column of the TechTrends are past International Division presidents. Both editors are always in search of new ways to promote having more voices from the underrepresented regions of the world.

Moreover, we are working on reactivating the Country Representative and the Regional Coordinator positions to better inform the educational technology community about what is happening in different regions of the world. Currently, we have approximately 300 members, comprising about 15% of AECT membership. During this year’s conference, international experts, faculty, students, and researchers from 16 countries will attend the AECT International Conference. We ARE a big family.

Those who are living outside the USA or in the USA and interested in educational technology in international settings are always welcomed to be a member of this big family.

Bob Doyle – International Division Board Rep. rdoyle@fas.harvard.edu

AECT Standards after NCATE: Upcoming Conference Sessions

In July 2012, the Board of Directors adopted new "AECT Standards for Professional Programs, 2012 Version" aligned with the 2004 definition of the field: "Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological processes and resources." The 2012 standards consist of five standards supported by 24 indicators (the full set of Standards is available from the AECT web site under "Documents"). These are categorized under the headings: 1) Content Knowledge, 2) Content Pedagogy, 3) Learning Environments, 4) Professional Knowledge and Skills, and 5) Research.

The previous standards were developed to assist programs in the accreditation process with the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). However, AECT is no longer a part of the NCATE accreditation specialized professional associations (SPA) as of summer 2011. While programs accredited earlier remain listed as NCATE accredited, when institutions go through their next NCATE review cycle, these will no longer be effective.

Does this mean the 2012 AECT Standards are no longer relevant? In fact, the Standards are more relevant than ever as higher education moves into a period of greater accountability for student outcomes. Programs can use the 2012 AECT Standards for structuring curricula and performance
assessments, knowing they are aligned with national criteria for the field. The standards can serve as a focus for self-study of programs to examine best practices, as well as for establishing student learning outcomes required in external program reviews at the institution, state or other levels. Using standards established by your national professional association provides both legitimacy and relevance in program design.

More importantly, AECT is in the process of developing a rigorous review process that will allow programs to show their alignment in curricula and assessments with the awarding of an "AECT seal of approval." Such external review and recognition provides programs with a mark of distinction as well as evidence that can be used to support program quality in other program reviews and to potential students. The goal is to have a process in place for the "AECT seal" in early 2013.

If you are interested in learning more about the new standards and the emerging "seal of approval," please join the AECT Standards Committee for a Presidential session at the AECT Conference on Thursday, November 1 from 10:30-11:30 am. This will be a chance for community input on the developing "seal" review process as well as a chance to get questions answered. Or contact the Chair of the Standards Committee if you have additional questions or comments.

Ellen Hoffman
AECT Executive Secretary and Chair, Standards Committee
Email: ehoffman@hawaii.edu

Notes from Barbara

Jerry and Edith Kemp at their home in Fairfield, CA
June 2012

For the past year, it has been a true pleasure to work on the development of the AECT History Makers Project. The focus of this project is to help preserve the history of our field through creating an archive of video interviews of some of the leaders in our field. You can check out the prototype website developed by Kibong Song and Wei Li, two of our IDT doctoral students at Virginia Tech, at www.vtidt.com/aect.

Related to this project, you may have seen in an earlier newsletter that I had the opportunity this summer to interview Jerry Kemp, our Past President serving the 1971-72 term. Jerry is 92 years old and doing very well, living with his wife Edith in Fairfield, CA, just outside of Sacramento. During my visit with him, I came to realize the tremendous impact that Jerry has made on the advancement of our organization and our field. His 45-minute interview spanned 60 years of our history and detailed his contributions to the areas of educational media, instructional design, and systemic change. I came away from that visit feeling compelled to honor Jerry in some formal way, to recognize his tireless efforts across a lifetime of significant
achievements that have moved us forward as a discipline.

In response to this notion, the Jerry Kemp Endowed Lecture Series has been established. This new award program was approved by the AECT Board at our annual meeting in Louisville, KY this summer. The winner of this award will receive a presentation session at the annual convention, as well as an honorarium of $500. To earn the needed revenue for the award, at least $20,000 will need to be generated for the initial endowment. The AECT Board agreed to seed the fund with $5000. Others have donated as well, bringing our total up to $15,000. It is our hope that first year's award can be presented at next year's annual convention in Anaheim, as Jerry is willing to travel there to give the award himself, which would be very special indeed.

If you are interested in contributing to the Jerry Kemp Endowed Lecture Series, your donations would be greatly appreciated. Checks may be made out to the ectFoundation and sent to Robert Harrell at 2221 Emerald Drive, Jonesboro, GA, 30236. As a reminder, contributions to the Foundation are tax-deductible. The account is open, so please feel free to contribute personally and/or share this information with anyone whom you think may wish to honor Jerry as well. Your assistance in helping to get this initiative off the ground is very much appreciated.

Kind regards,
Barbara Lockee
AECT Past President

---

Check Out the International Student Media Festival!

The International Student Media Festival is a multi-generational conference for K-12 students, families, and educators. It runs in conjunction with the AECT Convention and will be held at the Galt House Hotel Thursday, November 1 through Saturday, November 3.

AECT members are expressly invited to attend the ISMF Student Producer Showcase, where young media producers share their media projects in an exhibit hall atmosphere. The Student Producer Showcase is Friday, November 2, from 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm in the Exhibit Hall.

New this year, ISMF is hosting a Brown Bag Lunch Discussion for parents and educators. The topic is Raising Responsible Digital Communicators. Please join us on Friday, November 2 at noon in the French Room for some food for thought.

Bring the Family Along

Are you looking for interesting activities for your family to do while you’re at the AECT Convention? Bring them to Louisville the latter half of the week to participate in ISMF. We have a full schedule of activities for them including panel discussions, workshops, and even a field trip Saturday afternoon. This is a wonderful opportunity to get the whole family involved. See our Festival Info page for registration and schedule details.

- Ronna Papesh- RPapesh@ait.net
NJASL & AECT

The relationship between NJASL and AECT goes back over 40 years according to the people I spoke to from NJASL. People from New Jersey had been attending the Summer Leadership programs since the early 1970s. In 1975 there was a movement to merge the States’ AECT (NJAECT) with State Library Associations and create a formal affiliation with AECT, then headquartered in Washington, D.C. At that time NJASL was New Jersey School Media Association (NJSMA), and decided to begin to investigate this merger process in Spring, 1976. It was a good time for this to happen in New Jersey as the State had reclassified all librarians and audio visual personnel as Educational Media Specialists and NJSMA was considering changing its name because of this. By 1977 twenty-three other States had merged their library and state AECT groups and New Jersey was planning to be next. The two NJ organizations had met to work out the mechanics of how to integrate and on April 23 NJSMA voted to approve the merger that NJAECT had approved by a mail vote. The name of the new organization would be Educational Media Association of New Jersey (EMAnj) and would formally be affiliated with AECT. For the first two years of the merger EMA would have co-Presidents representing each group and 1979 would be the first year of a united group with one President.

Over the years EMA and AECT developed a closer relationship. More people attended Summer Leaderships and conferences. In 1997 when Villy Gandhi was Vice-President of EMA, she attended an AECT Conference in St. Paul. She became an advocated for AECT in New Jersey. She valued the ideals of the organization and its leadership conferences. Over the time Villy was an EMA officer she attended AECT functions and incorporated some of what she learned in her leadership of EMA. When Villy passed away EMA was planning to do something in her memory. After discussions with her family and people from EMA who knew her well the thought of presenting a Leadership Scholarship to a EMA member who showed the qualities of leadership and to attend AECT Summer Leadership or Fall Conference. AECT was approached about the idea because of Villy’s affirmation of AECT’s leadership qualities and a joint award was created. The first one was presented at the 2000 EMA Fall Conference. The AECT President came and surprised the group with a beautiful plaque that each year the newest recipient is added.

The relationship of these two organizations continues to be strong. NJASL (became this in 2005) was very pleased when their liaison to AECT, Lois Wilkins, was elected as AECT Secretary-Treasurer. NJASL officers and “Villy” recipients attend the summer and/or Fall Conference and always come back with ideas for NJASL. I know in the eight years I have attended the conferences I have learned a lot that have helped with my professional life and NJASL life. AECT supports School Library Media Specialists and New Jersey thanks AECT for this support!

Leslie Blatt
NJASL Liaison to AECT
Minorities in Media Newsletter Highlights

We are excited and looking forward to this Year’s AECT conference. We are pleased to announce this year’s McJulien Scholar Presenter, Dr. Kevin Clark Professor at George Mason University and Director of the Center for Digital Media, Innovation. Congratulations to this year’s McJulien Graduate Scholar: Claudius Rodgers, Indiana University, Bloomington. We will be holding elections this year for President-Elect and Secretary, these are 2-year posts: 2013-2015. We hope you consider running for one of these offices.

We welcome everyone to join us at one or all of our scheduled events. Here is a brief schedule of MIM Events:

Thursday - Shaping your Careers in Instructional Technology Panel Discussion
Come meet Dr Angela Benson, Dr Roberto Joseph and Dr Denise Tolbert, three devoted MiM scholars who will engage you in discussions about the various paths your career can take. Topics will include
1. assessing your skills and values,
2. identifying work that is meaningful to you,
3. recognizing when it's time for a change,
4. keeping current in the field, and
5. nurturing your networks.

Time: 1pm – 2pm
Location: East- Suite Tower, 01 – Wilkinson

Friday - Spend the day with MiMs...we have four major activities
1. Two Concurrent Sessions – Engage in research enriched with the theme of minorities
   Time: 8 am – 9 am and 9:15 am - 10:15 am.
   Loc: East- Suite Tower, 2 - Carroll Ford
2. Lunch – Meet and network with peers in the division
   Time: 11:45am – 12:45am
   Loc: East- Suite Tower, 2– Breathitt
3. McJulien Lecture – Meet our McJulien awardees
   McJulien Scholar Presenter Dr Kevin Clark, Professor –George Mason University and Director of Center for Digital Media, Innovation and Diversity.
   McJulien Graduate Scholar: Claudius Rodgers – Indiana University, Bloomington
   Time: 1pm – 2pm
   Loc: East- Suite Tower, 2– Breathitt
4. Governance Meeting: Come hear our plans and provide some input
   Time: 2:15pm- 3:15pm
   Loc: East- Suite Tower, 2 – Breathitt

Roberto Joseph, Hofstra University
Minorities in Media, President
Roberto.Joseph@hofstra.edu
A Message from Steve

Although it’s still over a year out, planning is well under way for the 2013 annual convention. The convention will be held from October 28 through November 2, 2013, in Anaheim, California. This year’s convention theme is Innovate! Integrate! Communicate! Over the last year there has been a renewed interest among the general public in using technology for training and education. Fueled by high profile projects such as the Stanford AI class, MITx, and the Khan Academy, many organizations have been rushing to implement technology enhanced learning and instructional systems. Not surprisingly, just as has happened several times before when the pendulum of popular opinion has swung toward greater use of technology for learning, more than a few of these organizations are rushing to embrace ill-conceived and poorly researched strategies and techniques that have consistently failed in the past. We know better! The membership of AECT is in a unique position to shape the future of learning and instruction. We are a nexus for research and communication about educational technology.

This coming year’s conference encourages proposals that take advantage of the strengths of our membership. Innovate! We are a professional society of innovative thinkers. We have the knowledge and skills to determine how to use new technologies (both hard and soft) in new ways. Unlike many of the newcomers to the field, we understand the wheel; we don’t need to re-invent it. Proposals that demonstrate innovative thinking form the first focus of the 2013 conference. Integrate! Our membership enjoys a broad and deep grounding in foundational areas that inform our research and practice. We are able to draw on a wide variety of disciplines related to learning and instruction. From neuroscience to nanotechnology, we have a rare capacity to synthesize ideas from disparate areas of research into practical applications. We also know how to implement our innovations in effective ways in multiple content areas. The second focus of the conference is on proposals that integrate concepts from other disciplines or implement practices in other content areas. Communicate! For us to shape the future we need to make our work known. We have done a great job talking to each other, but have sometimes been lacking in our efforts to talk with those outside our field. The third focus for this year’s conference is on proposals that demonstrate the ability to publicize our work in a broad variety of venues and to a large number of people.

Proposal submissions open December 17 and close February 15. For a complete online proposal description, visit the conference website at http://www.aect.org/events/call
Start thinking now about next year’s presentations and stay tuned for more information as we get closer to the 2013 conference. It’s our last year in Anaheim so let’s say goodbye with a bang!

- Steve Harmon - swharmon@gsu.edu
  AECT President Elect Designee

AECT Affiliates and You

About AECT Affiliates
AECT has a long history of connecting with affiliate organizations. Our affiliates represent groups at the local, state, national, and international level who are aligned with our mission to promote learning. There are so many groups doing excellent work to promote and advance our field, and AECT is pleased to serve as a conduit and connector for people in those organizations, as they grow the field in both knowledge and practice. So who are our affiliates? You can view an extensive list of these organizations at this site: http://aect.site-ym.com/?page=affiliates_left_rai

What Affiliates Do
As you see from the site, we are very fortunate to have a broad network of groups and associations connected to AECT. And what, you may ask, do these affiliate organizations do? In practice, they do many of the same things AECT does. They host events and conferences, publish documents about research and practice in educational technology, and connect like minded people who are interested in the innovative use of media and technology to improve teaching and learning. Many of our ECT members are concurrently involved and even leading in these affiliate organizations.

Affiliate Membership Benefits from AECT
There are a number of significant benefits and organization receives when it affiliates with AECT, as you can see below:

* Online Access to AECT journals, books, and publications such as TechTrends, Educational Technology Research and Development, the Handbook for Research in Educational Communications and Technology, and more.
* Membership in AECT divisions, which includes access to online discussions, blogs, etc.
* Discounts on subscriptions to print journals and books through the AECT online store
* Discounts on registration to the AECT International Convention and other in-person and online events
* Access to the membership directory to promote your association
* AECT newsletters and other organizational communication

Becoming an Affiliate Organization
If you are involved with an organization that might benefit from affiliating with AECT, we would be very happy to talk with you about connecting. For more information on how your association can become an AECT Affiliate, contact:

Phillip Harris, AECT Executive Director
1800 N. Stonelake Dr., Suite 2
Bloomington, IN 47404
(877) 677-AECT
pharris@aect.org

**Affiliate Reception in Louisville**

AECT will be hosting a special evening reception for our affiliate organizations at the upcoming international convention in Louisville, so please look for it in the printed and online program. At that event we will have an opportunity for each affiliate to briefly highlight their organization, and invite your participation. Please plan to attend this fun (and very international) event as we all enjoy learning about the broad reach of our AECT affiliates and the work they do to promote effective teaching and learning.

Trey Martindale – Affiliate Board Representative
treymartindale@gmail.com
Friday evening, November 2, at 8:30 pm
join fellow AECT Members as we cruise the Ohio River
on the Spirit of Jefferson
$35 Event Tickets include cruise and snacks on board

Fewer than 50 tickets remain
so get your ticket when you register for the
2012 AECT International Convention in Louisville.
Thanks for a great year....